PRESS RELEASE TIKI
Part elegance, part functionality, and a slice of lime.

PRESS RELEASE TIKI

A minimalistic table that complements any setting,
both indoors and out, while being compact to store
away? Tiki embodies flexibility and functionality
above all else, and as always, multi-functionality
shines through the design. Pull up the Tiki stools
and Acacia shade to create the perfect setting for
togetherness; let the good conversation steal the
night as you sit with ultimate comfort.

”

“Boosting togetherness
with a flexible and
compact design.”
— Dirk Wynants

Tiki is aperitif 2.0
Tiki was named after the typical Hawaiian tiki-tiki

Graceful and foldable, sleek and stackable, this

bar, popular in the ‘40s. Although minimalistic in

complementing set modestly perfects outdoor patios,

the use of materials, this set expresses a rich lifestyle

indoor and outdoor countertops, and impromptu

that encourages a moment to cut loose from the

gatherings across different settings. Create extra

ordinary. Escaping traditional cocktail settings,

space as you please; some friends spontaneously

often awkwardly heavy and not the prettiest sight to

swing by? Just pop up a Tiki table and add some

see, Tiki recreates a feeling of ease that wants to be

Tiki stools to compose an instant togetherness spot

shared, with a drink at hand, why not?

wherever you like.
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Never in your way, but always at hand
Throwing a garden party? Coming together with neighbors?
Feeling the urge to get outside even for a short while? Tiki
is your compact go-to set for a worry-free cocktail moment;
not heavy and awkward to drag around, but lightweight and
compactly stored away.
The Tiki table is a modern and durable twist on the high-top
café table. With a pure, minimalist design, Tiki complements
any space, both indoors and outdoors, but what truly
distinguishes this cocktail table is its foldable design. Just
take off the tabletop and fold in the legs when it’s time to hit
the dance floor.
Merging elegance and functionality, these simple, uncluttered
stools offer comfortable seating and support for tired feet.
And unlike most other stools, Tiki is super easy to stack and
move around. Available in different heights and colors, they
bring the right vibe to any gathering – both indoors and out.

”

“Easy to place in temporary settings, the table tightly
folds together and the stools effortlessly stack.”
— Dirk Wynants
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Tiki in a nutshell
•

Transparent fine lines, to give a tidy, sleek look with its minimal impact

•

Tiki table

•

o

Compactly stored thanks to the foldable design.

o

Two sizes; one for 3 people, one for 5.

o

The wire-frame base doubles as a footrest.

o

Two tabletops; a standard pierced tabletop perfect for outdoor use and an event
tabletop. The standard has an umbrella hole and drainage holes shaped like the
Windmill Galaxy in the Ursa Major constellation. The other has no umbrella holes
or drainage holes.

o

The tabletop with holes fits perfectly with the Acacia shade.

Tiki stool
o

Easy to stack and move around.

o

Three height versions for a variety of settings.

o

A footrest that adds comfort.

o

An optional backrest that allows for freedom of movement.

o

Optional cushions in different colors click in the drainage hole.

•

Tiki withstands heavy weather conditions thanks to the solid design and
strong materials

•

Materials and colors
o

Tiki table:

		

°

The tabletop is powder coated ZnAIMg steel.

		

°

The frame is powder coated zinced steel.

o

Tiki stools:

		

°

The seat is powder coated aluminum or oak.

		

°

The legs are powder coated zinced steel.

		

°

The backrest is powder coated stainless steel.

o

Colors: Black, White, Verdigris, Earth, Copper brown.
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About Extremis
Extremis was founded in 1994 by Dirk Wynants.
The Extremis furniture design collection
represents products that are both necessary and
useful. They are ‘Tools for Togetherness’ that
stress the importance of and enhance human
interactions, intelligent problem-solving and
sustainability, to improve people’s lives. Extremis
has its headquarters in Poperinge, Belgium.
The design furniture is very popular in all corners
of the world.
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